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Does Evil Ever Die? Death ...as mystery...death as a new beginning
Spirit Driven Events-“Jack is Back!” was written for the sole
purpose of saving lives. I already knew who the fifth reincarnated
victim was and who the reincarnated “Jack” was. The book was
to help find the first four reincarnated victims of “Jack the
Ripper” and in doing so, trying to save their lives from repeating
the vicious murderous cycle.
Did I succeed? Or, did I fail? Does Evil Ever Die?
The answers to those questions and more will be revealed in this
book, as I share my spiritual journey on this quest. Hold onto
your hats - for you are in for a very bizarre and wild ride!
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Mary is a Spiritual Healer, PLR Hypnotherapist, Information Technology
Professional, and a Certified Project Management Professional (PMP).
Mary has researched “Jack the Ripper” and his victims extensively. She has hands-on experience in dealing
with the spirit of the real “Jack the Ripper”, including reincarnation, and numerous other “Spirit Driven
Events.”
Spirit Driven Events-God’s Bait and Pawn: Jack is Gone! is the Non-Fiction sequel to Spirit Driven Events“Jack is Back!” The writing of this novella is in itself, yet another, “Spirit Driven Event” and, this is the
accumulation of almost seven years the author has spent having to deal with the spirit of the real “Jack the
Ripper.”
First Reviewer Comment - 5 Star reviews at Amazon.com:
5.0 out of 5 stars - Insightful and Spiritual, August 20, 2014 By Judith A. Gavin
This review is from: Spirit Driven Events – God’s Bait and Pawn: Jack is Gone! (Paperback)
A very insightful book with a surprise ending for all concerned in a spiritual-gracious well thought out
sequence of events.

